
Black Triangle #3 @ 8 weeks.


 


Hot Spot #5 @ 6.5 weeks




 


New Berry #1 @ 6 weeks - see the nanner? Don't think it dropped 
pollen, no sacs, just this nanner.




 


Zamaldelica #8 @ 5 weeks. Sneaky little nanner showing on the cola. 
There's a few open looking sacks hiding near the base stem at the 
top couple nodes too. This one looks like it dropped some pollen, but 
I saw no powder so not 100. This one is a stretcher too. #11 isn't 
stretching at all 
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Last edited: May 7, 2019

Black Triangle harvested at 62 days. Day 3 of drying. Almost ready to 
put into jars. Smoked a small bud. Had the Triangle fruity smell and 
inhale, then the hashplant exhale. Amazing how different the high is 
compared to the Nikah and Love Triangle. Really cool to see the 
difference the male makes, and it really seems to change the high 
with the TK crosses. This one is the most indica and kind of makes 
me go crosseyed and put into a meditative like state. I smoked it first 
thing this morning so it kind of chilled me out too much. Nice frost 
and dense buds. 
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Hotspot #5 from Bamboodan at 53 days. Looks almost ready, maybe 
2-3 more days I'm guessing. This comes as a surprise from the 
lineage (Prayer Tower x WiFi Alien Kush) :
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Love Triangle #8 @ 53days. 
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Too Buku #3 at 38days. Surprisingly, she has a really pineapple fruity 
smell to her. Unlike both parents. The Herijuana all had a sandlewood 
unappealing kind of smell/taste, whereas the Vietnam Black x Thai #3 
mom had a mostly peppery smell with only a slight sweetness in the 
background. Lots of swelling bud sites on this one and looks like 
some nice hybrid vigor here.
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Harvested a few small tester plants the last week: Too Buku #26, 
Monkey Balls #18, Dread Bread #10, and DLA5 #6.


The DLA5 #6 was the weakest of the group potency wise for me. 
Mostly hash flavored with a slight sweetness - acrid smells have 
faded completely on this one. Started 2 packs of the dla5s so hope to 
find one acrid one that's strong. Mostly a chill hash type of stone. Not 
heady just full body.




 


Dread Bread #10 is the frostiest DB pheno so far. Mango fruity smells 
with this one and not much Ghani funk. Very quick onset of high. 
Roller coaster like rush sativa high.




 


Too Buku #26 is pretty dense and has part of the smell of the 
herijuana line. All the heris had this sandlewood smell and taste that 
was pretty bland and not enjoyable. This has a little of that 
sandlewood smell but something layered on top of it now that makes 
it more like a old sock smell/afghani in there and a slight peppery 
smell that makes it quite enjoyable because of the novelty. Never had 
anything like it. Super strong (might be my strongest if not tied with 
the Nikah #7) head rush, wow I'm too high, type of onset that then led 
to a little disorientation and finally some calming. I know I'm biased 
bc it's a personal pollen chuck, but this is a very strong, fun strain for 
me and it might make for some stellar meds. 




 


Monkey Balls #18 bud dried up and got skinny on me compared to 
the wet bud. Saltine cracker like smell to me on this one. The taste is 
weird, not strong, kind of bland but not bad. It's just lacking like a 
void. Very strong though and has a creeper onset. You first feel it in 
the body and after 20-30 minutes I was yawning every minute and 
was barely able to peel myself off the couch. All body here. I see now 
why some folks really like this strain for the effects. For someone who 
has insomnia or needs to relax their body at night, this might be a 
good place to start.
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Last edited: Jun 7, 2019

OG Jack #2 @86days. 




 

Can't believe I let her go this long. Still a super sativa high soaring 
adventurous high reminiscent of the original early 2000's Jack Herer 
that was the rage in Amsterdam. 


When I first grew out the Sannies Jack back in 2011, they grew very 
uniform, but the buds looked different and the high was much 
different that I had remembered of the original Sensi Jack Herer circa 
2001. Parts were there but the haze like high was gone. IMO Sannie 
might have selected wrong/different or too much towards a clear 
headed sativa high somehow. It might evolve after f2ing in a new 
environment I believe, and I'll find that out soon enough with some 
f2s I'm growing out now. 


But what's cool about this OG Jack pollen chuck, is that the Tahoe 
OG seems to have brought back to live the original Jack Herer haze 
high that I remember. Almost exactly. And the taste is way more 
reminiscent of the old Jack. No real Tahoe taste or smell here, but I'm 
guessing the high THC of the Tahoe helped bring out more THC in the 



cross. Not sure how it all works genetically, but that's just my guess 
in layman's terms.

Few bud shots to post here today.


First is Blue Orca x '85RKS/Uruapan #11 from Swami Seeds at 
66days. Definitely a nice skunky smell to all these so far. More sativa 
like plants, not too dominated by the Blue Orca. This one (or #10) 
might be the most Blue Orca leaning. 


 


Here's the OG Jack #11 @50days. This one is a little more Tahoe 
leaning but still greatly influenced by the Jack. Nice blend of Tahoe 
and Jack terps on this one. 




 


Last is a TGA Subcool strain, the Ace of Spades #3 @44days. This 
girl started to pack on the powder quickly like she's getting ready for 
a beauty pageant. 1st place gets a spot in my garden this year! The 
smells coming from her are great and I can certainly get a Black 
Cherry Soda smell to it. Really cool. No Jack influence in the smell on 
this girl at all
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Almost done whittling away at sexing and selecting the first batch of 
about 1200 seeds. Only 2000 more to go! *and I keep adding more 
seeds because I admit, I'm addicted to buying seeds like most 
everyone else here! Once that dream of smoking the bud takes over 
my neural synapses, it's over. My cc # is already being entered.


In the last couple few weeks, we've started up:

- '91 Christmas

- Kashmir Azad

- Kandahar Afghan f2s

- Polecat '91 BX

- Cheese BX

- NL5 f2s


Working on selecting the plants for the next tent group thing to make 
some f2s and new f1s. Still deciding on how many BSHW males to 
use. Prob use all of them for an OP. Might as well.




Ace of Spades #3 @59days. Fast chunker here and she smells great, 
like black cherry soda to me. Cool coloring too, like an amber/purple, 
but it's hard to see in this time elapse raw photo. Smoke report in a 
few days.
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Been pretty swamped at the farm lately, but have few new pics.


Below is a Purp5 #6 budshot. This number 6 plant was a bigger 
yielder than #1 but did show a couple nanners around week 4 after 
some light stress. I don't think it dropped pollen. Tastes like grape 
soda!
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Busy last month that kind of flew by. Started harvesting the Vintage 
Pakistani at the farm. It was the fastest finishing plant of the bunch 
outdoor this year. And it's a straight soaring sativa high. Pretty cool. 
Got some kief and rosin from it now, along with some charas I made 
as a first attempt. It turned out super potent. The rosin and the kief is 
also super potent and seems to make colors really pop out. Very 
good motivational strain for me and I can smoke it morning through 
afternoon. 


Finished some TT NL#6 x Appalachia. Very ugly looking flower but 
the high was pretty unique. Not cool enough so I'll flower the mom 
and move on. 




 


Should have some '91 Christmas sexed in the next few days. All of 
them have reeked of chem since seedlings. I'm expecting the flower 
to really funk up a place.


Got 1 Kashmir Azad female sexed so far. Super cool smell and it's 
going in the seed tent for a bunch of f1s.


Crossing almost all my ibls with the Kandahar male for his farewell 
tour. Getting the tent setup now and should have the light flipped by 
tonight.

Here's some Dread Bread #2 growing outdoor:




 


That's one plant about 8 feet tall now. Guessing about 1.5 pound 
yield on her. She's a little slow to develop and might get the chop a 
few days early. But hey, better than bud rot! Lot's of variety on this f1 
and some of the phenos finish a couple weeks earlier. This is not the 
keeper.


Also in the works, started a new pollen chuck with the Kandahar 
Afghan male crossed to a bunch of other heirlooms and a couple f1s. 
Looking for some f1 magic in there!


Just started these beans:

Double Lemonade from DarkHorse Genetics

Trey Way (Black Triangle x Kandahar Afghan) a pollen chuck from me

Pinball Wizard from Bodhi

We all got to start somewhere. 




 


Trey Way #1 (Black Triangle x Kandahar Afghan)

Here's a little love note about Vintage Pakistani.


I had high hopes for this line, being from the Nierika series, coupled 
with the fact that I drove several hours to Santa Cruz to get them and 
they've been burning a hole in my pocket for a few years now. Plus, 
I've only found one other grower on Instagram that's running these 
and there's not much info online about the line. However, they easily 
outperformed my expectations. 


The two females that popped up are both awesome. I'm leaning more 
towards #2 just because it seemed to mature a little faster outdoor. 
We ran 5 of them in total (3x vp2, 2 x vp1). All were nice 4' Christmas 
tree shaped plants. But the kicker is how fast they finished. 1st of 
September was plenty of time and they all held up to bugs and rain. 
The flower is outstanding and has a very unique taste and smell, with 
a floral type of hash taste with a slight melon like sweetness in the 
background. It's my first smoke every morning now. I made a small 



1/2g charas ball that smoked great and we made a bunch of kief and 
some rosin. The hash and rosin have cured into a nice coffee like 
smell. Super unique. The high is a very clear headed, motivational, 
type of sativa high. I wasn't really expecting this, coming from 
Pakistan, and thought it would be pure indica. If I had to guess, they 
selected the sativa phenos over time and were able to lock in the 
tastes, smells, and sativa high they wanted over how many 
generations. This is the true holy grail of cannabis, being a super fast 
flowering sativa effect type plant. People talk of Cindy 99 being the 
holy grail, but this is on a different level. This plant will probably be in 
my garden as long as I have a garden! 


Bodhi released a Vintage Pakistani DLA, #11, which I also was able to 
scoop up. We'll pop these in the next year hopefully and I'm looking 
forward to seeing how they compare to the original VP, with that new 
super indica power of the 88g13hp dad. 


Here's a few pics of the vp grown in a 4" clone pot and some nug 
shots. I'll post some outdoor pics in the next month or so.


after 1 week of flowering!




 


7.5 weeks of flower




 


bud time
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Here's a couple pics, not the best, of some tester plants:


Kashmire Azad #1 @50 days - I didn't top it but has about 3 tops kind 
of. Super greasy like resin and a very different smell. I'll comment on 
the smell more once I can describe it better. 




 


'91 Christmas #5 @43 days - nice chem smell to her with dense nugs.
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12/12 beans of Pinball Wizard have germinated! Always preferred 
Silver Haze to Jack Herer and Super Silver Haze. This cross has the 
SSH but I'm hoping it brings that nice Silver Haze hazey high with the 
shorter flower time.


Soaked a few Dragon Af (Cosmic Serpent #10 x Kandahar Afghan #1) 
seeds yesterday and put them in plugs today. Praying for some 
bleeder females that will might yield a little more like the Kandahars, 
maybe with a little more body high too.


Next up:

Strawberry Cough (Hazeman)

Strawberry Goji (Bodhi)

Straberries & Cream f2 (Exotic Genetix)


The Strawberry strain deathmatch. Winner gets a spot in the garden 
and the losers get a ribbon and a spot in the compost bin. Game on.




The new f1 run is at week 9 now and about to wrap up. I accidentally 
clipped the Sannies Jack last night so she's already drying.


Pretty excited over all these as they're all true f1s crossed to the 
Kandahar Afghan male. After growing this Kandahar line for over a 
year now, I'm really expecting great things from the progeny. Now it's 
all about growing them all. 


The plan is to harvest them all over the next week and let them dry. 
Label them and then pick a few to start up. Plan to find the best cuts 
to release for growers and make a ton of f2s. More to come. 
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Just harvested all the f1s from the Kandahar dad. Didn't get many 
seeds so this batch won't be given out. I'll try to find the best ones 
then re-create them en masse. Already started soaking the '79 
Christmas Tree Bud x Kandahar Afghan beans. Next I'll probably pop 
the Too Buku & Big Sur crosses.

Realized we need to get more f1 crosses going. I'll get another f1 
cross or two going then start focusing on popping all the ibls I still 
have. Need to get those out asap! 6 IBLs to go right now. Next one 
up is Parvati! Looking forward to this really unique strain to see how 
she stands up in this Oklahoma weather.

 




Harvested some Cheese #8 the other day and have smoked it a 
couple times now. Really strong, lung expanding smoke that can 
make you cough with a big hit. Cheesy smell from the jar and a very 
unique taste that's hard to describe for me now but very pleasant. 

Here's a pic of the bud at 43 days:


 


I chopped her down at 56 days but she could have gone another few 
days to a week. Hazeman really has great genetics. The strawberry 
cough we're growing now all have a nice smell to them and are very 
hardy. Will get pics later.


6 of 6 Buku Ghani seeds just sprouted! Buku Ghani = Too Buku #26 x 
Kandahar Afghani #1. Expecting some great things from this kinda 
sorta 4-way f1 hybrid. Lot's of Afghan genetics in there, with some 
Thai and Vietnamese thrown in. It's basically a Vietnam Black x Thai 
f1 from Ace Seeds I then crossed to Herijuana IBL from Sannie 
(created in the US from Motarebel) then crossed to a Kandahar 
Afghan IBL from Nierika that's been grown in Cali since the 70's. With 



the different Kandahar crosses we have going now, it will be a great 
test of the dad to see how dominate he is, test germination rates, and 
test quality of the plants. Not releasing any of these f1 beans from the 
Kandahar dad but we will introduce some of the standout females to 
the community for some pure f1 magic!


Just soaked the last 18 of my Too Buku f1 seeds from 2013. Hoping 
to get another male or two for the f2 breeding. Next up on the seed 
starts:

Monkey Balls #6 x Kandahar Afghani #1

Big Sur Holy Weed #8 x Kandahar Afghani #1

Petrolia Headstash

'91 Christmas #5 at 6.5 weeks here. Really like the structure on this 
girl too. Very solid with a bunch of bud sites. Some plants were 
flopping all over, like the King's Banner, but this girl is standing tall full 
of seeds like the BSHW girls. 
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2020 is here! Been waiting a long time for this year and it's finally 
here. Big things coming this year. Popped over 1500 seeds in 2019 
and plan to pop another 1000 at least this year. Problem is my seed 
count is now increasing from all the pollen chucks. Good problem.


The Buku Ghani and Purple Monkey Ghani have all gotten 100% 
germ rate from the first set of beans. 

Started Gorilla Fume from Lucky Dog Seed Co. 2 days ago. 

Next up is Monk Juice v2 (Big Sur Holy Weed #4 x Kandahar 
Afghani). The BSHW #4 has a really nice squat symmetrical structure 
with a fat cola. The #8 is more of a "brancher" with awesome 
symmetry with long, almost 90 degree branches, and taller than the 
#4. 


Love the vigor so far in these. The Buku Ghani is only 3.5 weeks old 
and is already bigger than plants that are 30-40 days older. f1 magic!


Will get more pics up soon. Happy new year 

Here's some King's Banner #8 at 8 weeks. Super dense rock hard 
buds. 


This is the normal picture. Next is the photoshopped one to bring out 
the hair color - called "magic color" filter. 
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9/13 Guerilla Fume came up. Slow starters so far and some weak 
weird ones. A few had cotyledons that just shot straight up and didn't 
open. The membrane wasn't there but they still stayed together. 
Never seen that before. 


Just soaked some Parvati from Real Seed Co. the other night. This 
one is going to be a fun crazy tall sativa. Fingers crossed they don't 
auto. 


Next up after Parvati is:

- Kashmir Christmas (Kashmir #1 x '91 Christmas) testers from the 
the most recent pollen chuck.

- Stinky Unicorn from Bodhi. 




- Ethiopian from Ace Seeds. Another landrace/heirloom sativa. 
Hoping to find some thc:cbd ratio plants to work with. Going to f2 
these and maybe make some hash with the trim and test if possible.

Here's Big Sur Holy Weed #4, which is a really sweet plant. Nice big 
buds with great structure and branching. She's preggo here with 
some '91 Christmas pollen. Just took her down yesterday. Super 
strong smells of eucalyptus at first with some funk that's like a dusty 
body odor, is as best as I can do to describe it. Smell is very original 
and sticks to you for a long time. 


 


10 of 12 of the Parvati are up and bathing in the sun (flouro actually). 


1 of 5 of the Kashmir 91X are up (renamed instead of Kashmir 
Christmas). 


Going to revisit the Okie Ghani (Kandahar Afghan f2's) here soon and 
continue looking for improvements on the mom. About to do a side 
by side of the mom Kandahar Afghan next to a couple of her progeny. 



Plan is to keep the mom going for a couple years at least and look for 
improved plants. 


Changed my mind on the Stinky Unicorn and thinking of starting the 
Kashmir Daydream instead to see how our Kashmir/chem-ish cross 
stacks up to Bodhi's Kashmir/chem-ish cross. These Kashmir plants 
are very unique with a loads of greasy resin and a satisfactory 
delicate smoke that's great for hash, but doesn't have any of the 
"hashy" notes like the '88g13HP does. 


Another side project is to try to bring out a more resinous hash 
making plant with high CBD content and I'm thinking the Pineapple 
Thai crossed to the Kashmir might be a good place to start. Will wait 
on a few other high CBD strains to toss in the mix (Ethiopians and 
Charlotte's Web crosses) as well so it's a few months out still. 


Working at getting a big greenhouse at the farm in the next couple 
months and that will really help speed stuff up. 2020 is going to be 
awesome.

We're now running 6 of our pollen chucks from the Afghan dad:

OK Afghani (f2s)

Trey Way (Black Triangle #3 x )

Dragon Af (Cosmis Serpent #10 x )

Buku Ghani (Too Buku #26 x )

Purple Monkey Ghani (Monkey Balls #6 x )

Monk Juice (BSHW #4 x )


So far, and it's still pretty early, it seems the Afghan is more dominant 
when crossed to the f1s opposed to other IBLs, which is kind of what 
we were expecting. The cross with Monkey Balls (deep chunk) is the 
one to watch for now (for me) because I want to see if the mom is 
more dom that dad. I've heard several breeders and pollen chuckers 
all say how deep chunk is so dominant in crosses so I'm trying to use 
it as a measuring stick. If we find super dom expressions from the 
IBLs, will it carry over if they're used in a f1? These are the things 
we're experimenting with now on these f1s. As of now, the Purple 
Monkey Ghani cross seems like a nice split between them. No dom 



smells or expressions we can see. Still early, but just some 
observations.


Goal is to bring super vigorous, high yielding, special new f1 plants to 
the local scene. So far, so good, as all of these have been extremely 
vigorous so far outpacing plants starting a month before. 


A local grower is growing the Dragon Af now and has reported he 
only got 2 fems from 10 seeds and tossed the males. He's about 8 
weeks into flower with a huge plant that looks more hybrid but has a 
strong Afghan influence. The smell is extremely strong and is passing 
through his carbon filter, which is a good thing in this case 


We made some change ups on the bean popping.

Started a pack of Kashmir Daydream to run next to our Kashmir 91X 
(the artist formerly known as Kashmir Christmas) pollen chuck to see 
how ours compared to the main man Mr. B's version  Not 
expecting a fair fight but hope to see some similarities. [really like 
running similar genetics strains next to each other to watch for 
similarities and it makes it easier to compare them]


Also started a few more new ones:

Frostbite (Too Buku #26 x '91 Christmas)

SkidMarX (DLA5 #13 x '91 Christmas) moved up timeline on these bc 
we had some growers interested in it.

Over Yonder (Vintage Pakistani #1 x BSHW)


Next up in a couple few days is:

OK Pak Af (Vintage Pakistani #2 x Kandahar Afghan)


Then onto:

God's Paintbrush - looking to find a 1:1 THC:CBD ratio pheno like 
Bodhi had posted on their IG. Bamboodan has some really awesome 
pictures of his tester plants of these and had a very nice report on it.

Huckleberry Web - looking for another high CBD strain to have 
available for the community. I've grown some Mt. Hood Huckleberry 
before so I'm hoping that will help me pick out the Charlotte's Web 



leaners. Trying to avoid having to test each plant because it's a little 
expensive still.


Backed out on growing the pure Ethiopian right now because we 
already have our super wild Sativa for this year (Parvati) and after 
watching the @Ailalelo thread now at 12 weeks and no buds, realizing 
this might not be a good strain for homegrowers here.

 

Posted this on the Useful thread too, but she's such a beauty I had to 
post her up here too. Thanks Useful! 


This is the '79 Christmas Tree Bud #2 in the pollen chuck tent vegging 
out and getting ready for her big night with the Too Buku male. After a 
couple weeks of vegging in this new tent, she's starting to express 
herself and her blue hair (leaf color) is starting to really come out. 


https://www.rollitup.org/members/981255/


 




How cool is this? You can see the contrast with the green/yellow 
leaves underneath from the clone. Leaves feel leathery too. Really 
hope this trait continues in the offspring. Will be fun to play with this 
for sure.


Contemplating changing up our germination schedule again. 


A commercial grower just shared some test results with us yesterday 
and I'm waiting for them to send me the actual paperwork. According 
to them, our Vintage Pakistani tested at 15%THC/15%CBD for that 
awesome 1:1 ratio. I had a feeling the VP had CBD in it and glad they 
found it in the testing. Dread Bread came in a whopping 20%THC/
23%CBD! Once I get the paperwork I'll post the actual results here 
and in the Bodhi thread so folks know.


If this is the case, that we already have a couple high 1:1 ratio THC/
CBD strains, we can delay running the Ethiopian Paintbrush & 
Huckleberry Web. Once we identify a few more high CBD cultivars, 
we will plan on doing a high CBD seed run for folks and give them out 
as freebies for the local community.


Now I think we'll focus on finding more hard hitting strains, fast 
finishers, and running the pollen chucks to look for standouts.


Too Buku #22 here at 51 days in a 1 gallon pot under a Timber LED.
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Can't edit the post above, #161, but I got to see the results and 
they're a little different, but still good. 


Vintage Pakistani came in at 15%THC and only .06% CBD (.48% 
CBGa & .94 d9 THC) for 17.61% total cannabinoid

Dread Bread came in at 17.5% THC and only .06% CBD (.4 % CBGa 
& 1.08 d9 THC) for 20.44% total cannabinoid


So that means the high CBD ratio pheno hunt is back on  Going to 
soak God's Paintbrush next, which has the same dad as Dread 
Bread. Then onto Huckleberry Web.


Too Buku #26 at 51 days. Not the best pic, will try to get more in a 
few days before the karate chop.
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Pretty awesome! I swear this looks like my old setup. First thing I 
thought when I saw the pics is how cool it looks and they should 
jump up pretty quick. I would be worried about the black plastic 
getting too hot and would have used the white side up. But once you 
get a canopy the light won't hit the plastic as much. Are you going to 
water into the tubes the whole grow?


Found an old pic:


 


btw - I had to scrap the plastic soil covers at some point because I 
started to get some powdery mildew. But I wasn't using any 
growkashi stuff. That might help keep PM down but not sure.

 

Talking about popping old seeds...just saw this article where they 
popped 2000 year old seeds. Now I really feel like an idiot for not 
being able to pop 10 year old seeds lol. Pretty cool though it's like 
going back in time with that plant.
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Dates Like Jesus Ate? Scientists Revive Ancient Trees From 2,000-
Year-Old Seeds

Researchers in Israel have grown date palm trees from ancient seeds found at the 
same site as the Dead Sea Scrolls. Those trees might soon produce fruit, re-creating 
the taste of antiquity.


We had a gender reveal party the other day on 4 of the last 5 remaining Strawberries & 
Cream f2s from Exotic Genetix. 3 came up pink and the last one was blue. Glad we 
have at least 3 females to flower out to see what the hype is all about. I have to say 
that 4 of the last 5 plants are all pretty weak/slow veggers compared to almost 
everything else. The clones will hopefully do better than the OGs (original plants from 
seed).

5 of the God's Paintbrush have broken ground so far. One has 3 
cotyledons + 3 bladed leaves. Pretty cool.


https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2020/02/06/803186316/dates-like-jesus-ate-scientists-revive-ancient-trees-from-2-000-year-old-seeds


 




Just dropped the Huckleberry Web beans in water yesterday. About 
to sow them later today. I have to say, Dynasty wins the best 
packaging contest. Don't stare at it too long or it will give you 
flashbacks.




 




Next up: Goat Fuel (Sannie's Jack x Kandahar Afghan)

TK x Iraqi

King 91X (King's Banner XIII x '91 Christmas)

Jar of some Too Buku #26 that was just harvested in our "home 
grow" suggested setup. All the TB26 tops get that pointy tip. Smells 
are very unique and hard to pinpoint. Like a sour/citrus smell on top 
of a pina colada and some sandlewood in there. High is a fun go do 
stuff high but it can lead to couch lock if smoked at night or if you 
smoke too much. f2s on these will be an interesting trip. 




 




God's Paintbrush didn't germ that great and we only got 6 of the 12 
to sprout.

4 out of 7 of the Goat Fuel sprouted.

10 of 12 of the Huckleberry Web sprouted.

3 of 3 of the Monk Juice v1 sprouted.

7 King 91X (King's Banner XIII #8 x '91 Christmas) in the steam room.


The TK x Iraqis are taking a few laps in the pool right now and have a 
date with the steam room tonight. We were chatting the other day 
about the TK and how many breeders are using it and how many of 
the HYPE strains have the TK in them. You would think TK would get 
played out but it seems to change up so much depending on the dad. 
This Iraqi dad I think might be one of the best stable genetics-wise. 
Really hope to find a nice male from this line. Def going to f2.


Next up is:

Grey Area (Too Buku #26 x Big Sur Holy Weed)

Granny Skunk

Kandahar 91X (Kandahar Afghan x '91 Christmas)

Purple Star


Will try to get a few pics up soon of the Strawberry showdown going 
on. All about 4 weeks flowering:

3 x Strawberries & Cream f2s - one of them is super frosty at 4 weeks 
and stands out. all have a Captain Crunch berry in cereal smell

5 x Strawberry Cough - all looking/smelling similar. smells like a fresh 
strawberry just picked off the plant

3 x Strawberry Goji - one is super frosty and stands out. All smell like 
a strawberry syrup.

Here's the Purple Monkey Ghani at 57 days flower. Rock hard nugs 
and a nice combo of smells between the Monkey Balls and the 
Kandahar Afghan dad. Like a skunky, dirty sock, chem funky smell. 




 


7 out of 7 Grea Area beans have sprouted. 

13 out of 13 Granny Skunks have sprouted up.


Switching up the schedule again, next up is:

King 91X (King's Banner XIII #8 x '91 Christmas)

Hawaiian x Columbian x Afghani from Bodhi. 

Purple Monkey Ghani (going to pop all the rest of the seeds to make 
f2s sometime around 2021)

 

Thanks! The Parvati in the picture is actually a clone from the original 
seeded plant. And thanks, it's an adventure for us everyday with all 
the different genetics. Pretty cool to see all the variety.


We're not running AOS anymore. It's fairy decent smoke and tastes 
nice, not very strong more of a session indica. The reason we cut it 
was because it was so finicky in veg and kept wanting to bolt. I 
enjoyed the Vortex more, even more than the Cindy XX from Bros 
Grimm. Great plant.




We have about 4 different phenos from the dreadbread and all are 
pretty good for different reasons. Only 1 or 2 has the mango like 
smell, which is a slight/smooth like sweet smell. But then they have a 
little rubber smell in there too with the mango. I think the rubber smell 
is the smell that some find off-putting.


Thanks. We try to keep it all above surface for education. I haven't 
heard of anyone running our stuff in Michigan and we only sell to 
Oklahoma patients at this time. There are rumblings about Oklahoma 
voting for Rec soon so if that happens we might be able to branch 
out some.

Still flowering the Parvati. Pic was taken just a few days ago. 
Loooooooong way to go I imagine.


Anything of Bodhi's with the 88g13hp is probably what you're looking 
for. He still has the Vintage Pakistani x 88g13hp beans out at jbc last I 
checked. 


Good point on the rec laws. I saw what happened to California, so 
hopefully we don't go that route. It's so close now to becoming 
federally legal, let's really pray the "bad guys" don't get in the 
business.


Here's a pic of a Jack Light5 orphan in a 1gal I just threw in the flower 
tent with no veg (sog style) that's almost done. She's right at 63 days 
now. There's another grower running it that thinks he's going to get 3 
pounds wet a plant on his scrog setup. Definitely is a yielder! 
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Update on germinations:


King 91X - 4/6 have sprouted.

Hawaiian x Columbian x Afghan - 11/15 have sprouted.


Next up is:

Purple Monkey Ghani - 2nd round 

Kash Af (Kashmir Azad x Kandahar Afghan) 

'95 Silver Haze (Nature Farmer) - really looking forward to some real 
deal SH. One of my fav strains to smoke ever and I've never grown it. 
Thanks to the NatureFarmer for keeping them in line from the original 
release. 


Here's a Guerrilla Fume' flower shot at 49 days. Great looking Afghan 
like structure and leaf. Definitely more of a chem & sweet smell on top 
of a slight Afghan musk smell. Not a delicate plant at all, unlike the 
Polecat. This one is way more robust. 
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Harvested the Jack Light5 #1 the other day in my personal headstash 
run at day 70. Grown in a 1 gallon cloth pot under a cheap led. She 
was close to a pollen chuck tent & I had a small mishap with the 
cloud of pollen that I knocked out lol. So my headstash has a few 
beans 


Tested a small bud and it still came out pretty strong. Nice fun high 
like the original Jack imo. Sativa haze.
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Alas, after flowering hundreds of males out across lines I finally found 
a resinous male! It took awhile and now I see it's not that common. 
Mad respect for anyone who puts in the work to find one. I'm even 
more happy it's this stud, because I'm a mostly sativa guy and I 
didn't get any VP males. Also, both VP & BSHW are super short 
flowering sativas so they have some potential I can visualize already. 


Introducing Over Yonder #1 (Vintage Pakistani x BSHW) at 30 days of 
flower here:


 


All the males get moved into my "super stress" flower room to let 
them finish their thing. I really neglect/stress them with light water, 
heavy water, light timing changes, high humidity and no air flow. 


Had one male (OK Pak Af #3) reverse the other day and I'm going to 
smoke the flower one he/she finishes. He's actually showing a little 
resin now too but mostly where the female flower is. I've read before 



that males that reverse on their own make good dads too. Will test 
that theory 


Seed germ report:

- only 4/15 of the Silver Haze have germinated so far. 15 more to 
soak.

- 1/3 of Useful's Orange Cookies x Chocolate Diesel (threw those in 
for fun and to get a cookies cross running - 1st cookies run ever for 
me)


Standing on the edge of the diving board:

- Funky Cold Medina (DLA5 #13 skunk ass x BSHW) -- these are 
going to have some stank!!!

- Starduster (Dynasty) -- Just noticed last night Sannie released a 
cross with Starduster. Really want some sour D in my life.

Dragon Af (Cosmic Serpent x Kandahar Afghan) almost done 
flowering. Not the best pic with the focus but you can see the colors 
pop on this girl. All the pistils are turning into this bright orange color 
that really pops against the dark leaves. I need to get a whole plant 
shot in the 1 gallon to show how awesome the structure is. Nice side 
branching with a 45 degree angles of ping-pong ball sized nugs. 
Smell is intoxicating with this baby powder sweet smell. 
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Alright alright well 11/12 Starduster sprouts are up above ground. 


Next up:

- BiXkit (Gorilla Biscuit x '91 Christmas)

- Dank Sinatra f2s from @Nu-Be - looking forward to trying these 

again.


Heard back some on some test results (we'll post them once we get 
them in stock) for a few different strains from a local commercial 
grower. We're buying some flower and trim from them soon for 
samples at the shop:


Vintage Pakistani "came in at 18% with strong terp levels." 

Happy Place "texted at 24% and will put you on your ass."

Jack Light5 "tested at 21% with outstanding terp levels and people 
can't get enough." 


Here's a pic of their VinPak flower:


https://www.rollitup.org/members/918063/
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Waiting on the Dank Sinatra's to germ. 50% so far have popped up.




Also germinating now is some Crippy from @shorelineOG --> hoping 
to find some old school crippy! 


Just dropped in water today: Attitude Adjustment (Pineapple Thai #8 
x Too Buku)


Next up:

- Honey Sundae from @genuity 

- Over Yonder (Vintage Pakistani x BSHW)


Got a new press for the processing company and this is the first run 
using the larger press. One ounce of Cosmic Serpent hash right here. 
Super strong and great tasting with that Wookie really coming 
through. Seems to have a super high ceiling that you can keep 
getting higher and higher with each hit. Ruined two afternoons of 
mine from 1pm -3pm already because once it catches up to you, it's 
all over. *one veteran smoker reported back that this is the "highest 
she's ever been" after smoking a couple bowls in a hash pipe. "10/10 
high" she said. There's still a lot of room for improvement as we hone 
in on the best strains for quality and yield. 


https://www.rollitup.org/members/920117/
https://www.rollitup.org/members/183518/
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Here's a little brick of Too Buku that should have some really nice test 
results with high thc/cbd ratio. Taste is like a light Moroccan hash 
with the same color. Not a great yield on the strain but the medicinal 
effects should be worth it for some folks. It gives a clear headed type 
of euphoric high that seems to make me pretty happy. It won't knock 
you out and has a slight 10 minute creeper effect to it. 10 minutes you 
hit the peak and then it's pretty chill after that. Reports from the 
flower include helping with migraines within 15 minutes and with 
severe stomach cramps/issues. 
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Love Triangle tester




 


Happy Place




 


Vintage Pakistani
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Got some test results on Love Triangle. LT is one of my favorites and 
seems to be a crowd pleaser as well. One of the best tasting flowers 
and the high is super euphoric. Easy to grow and great yielding.
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50% of the Honey Sundae beans have sprouted and a few more look 
ready to jump up.


Just dropped the Over Yonder beans in the drink. Running a few extra 
of these to sort through to see how the other males look.


Next up:

- Lucky Lime (Useful Seeds)

- Castle (King's Banner #8 x '79 Christmas Tree Bud)

- Telescope Skunk (Nature Farmer)

Here's some Love Triangle #24 rosin that was just processed. Terps 
on this one are unbelievable. 
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Here's a pic from a very skilled local patient grower with the Nikah #7 
cut from Oklahoma Clone Co.:


he took her down at 70 days and said she's reeks of dankness.




 

He took her down at 70 days and said she reeks of dankness.




Made a couple changes on the seed swim meet. Dropped in some 
88g13hp's to see what's up. Next up:

- Secret Santa ('79 CTB #2 (blue pheno) x Monkey Balls)

- Superstitious

- Then onto Castle, and Telescope Skunk.

 

Seeds are always fun to judge. Tiger stripes vs white, big vs small, full 
seeds vs immature, etc. But these seeds from Strainge (Kashmir Azad 
x Monkey Balls) are the weirdest I've ever seen, and not like the 
partents'. They look like white raisins/walnuts sort of and give the 
beans a prehistoric look.
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Gorilla Biscuit out in the greenhouse with some new moong beans 
popping up. 
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VinPak terps imo are like a chocolate/maybe a little peanut butter type of taste and 
smell. Really unique, light, and pleasant. You might want to grow those out asap! Magic 
in those beans.

Purple Monkey Ghani (Monkey Balls #6 (deep chunk) x Kandahar 
Afghani) in our homegrow tent setup at 9 weeks here:
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Got the Telescope Skunks rising from the soil right now like little 
zombies.


Next up on the germ list:

- Northern Light5 ('89 NL5 Noof cut x BCSC NL5) f2s -- need a male 
or 5 for the f3 gen if I can find some. I know what I'm looking for in 
the male(s) just need to find it!

- Mined Flayer (Stonemason x Monkey Balls)

- Oil Spill (Mandelbrot) gift from a great guy 

- Too Buku f2s - starting the year or so long journey into f2s to find 
some candidates for an f3.Purple Monkey Ghani in the jar finally. Very 



musky smelling with slight sweetness. Indica stone all the way. It 
certainly has a lot of monkey balls (deep chunk) traits, but I'm not 
sure if I can say it's completely dominate yet. It seems like it's not as 
much of a knock out like the mom (monkey balls #6) was. Taste is 
definitely a little better and isn't as bland. The slight sweetness in it 
kind of improves it, but not in a huge way. Need to get more monkey 
balls flower to compare them side by side. Also testing them both in a 
side by side seed run with the Azad male. Trying to see if the PM is as 
dominate as the MB in this one. Will find out sometime 2021 if all 
goes well. 
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Harvest is in full swing for us so it's talking up a lot of time. We 
planned to turn 95% of it into hash but there's some great flower too. 
Always popping new seeds around here.


Oil Spill got 10/12 up and running.

Too Buku f2s got 6/6 up and running.

20/20 up and running on a hush/hush IBL we're testing. (going to 
start keeping some IBLs we're working with on the DL until we 
release)


Next up:

Grim Stanker (DLA5 #13 "skunk ass" pheno x Monkey Balls) - 
destined to stink.

Fine Tasty (Vintage Pakistani #1 x Too Buku)

Chocolate Diesel from @Useful Seeds 

Dread Ghani (Dread Bread #10 x Kandahar Afghan) 

Apollo 11 from Brothers Grimm

Just noticed it's been over a month since posting on here. For good 
reason, it's harvest time and we're short handed. Slowed down on 
the germinations too. Started back up with the Grim Stankers and got 
100% germ rate. 

Sprouting some AK Bean Brains Durban f4 now (9/15 up and running 
so far after 2 days). I've not sure if I've ever had real deal Durban 
before but I've been hearing more folks rave about it the last year. 
Then haphazardly I noticed on seedfinder that cookies is reported to 
be a Durban cross. And even more recently Chimera mentioned 
Durban is just a bag seed from a coffee shop in Amsterdam. Funny 
how many bad ass well know strains/cuts came from bag seed and/
or accident. Time to put the test to it and see how it compares the 
best sativas we're running atm. It's about to be sativa showdown 
around here. Next up:

- Old Timers Haze (Ace)

- Tipsy (91 Christmas x BSHW)

- Lower Ulleri Annapurna Nepali Himalaya

- Fine Tasty (Vintage Pakistani x Too Buku)

Smoking some greenhouse Nikah this morning and I can say it's right 
up there with anything quality wise. Great taste like citrus/mango 
dipped in kerosene. It's basically a supernatural selection with the 

https://www.rollitup.org/members/983027/


omg father. Comparing with the other tk crosses to the males, you 
can really see what the males bring.


12/20 up so far on the Lower Ulleri beans. 


Just started soaking some 21 Candles by Strayfox. Next up to get 
some new ibls & f1s going:

- Rajasthani Space Probe

- Acapulco Gold

- Upper Chuile Annapurna Region Nepal

- Stumble (Kashmir Azad x Too Buku)

Starting to harvest the first test run of our new selected male, Over 
Yonder #1 (Popeye). Over Yonder is Vintage Pakistani x BSHW and 
was selected from over 50 or so males that were picked from various 
different breeder strains and pollen chucks. Once we sexed the 
males, we would let them continue to flower and looked for resinous 
males on this selection. We found very few resinous males, including 
a male that reversed! Popeye was the best of the bunch and the 
genetics behind him are some of my personal favorites, being more of 
a head high guy.


Popeye seems to be more of a nice hybrid between the two parents 
and doesn't seem to lean more one way or the other. After a stem 
run, you smell a nice combo of smells from the parents, kind of a light 
sweetness like a flower and not much funk. Took him 20 days to start 
dropping pollen (shown below)! Trichomes don't appear until week 
4-5.


First beans to test for him will probably be the backcross (Vintage 
Pakistani x Over Yonder) to see what he brings grown next to mom, 
(Too Buku #22 x Over Yonder) to see how the Too Buku mixes with 
him, and the (Triangle Kush x Iraqi x Over Yonder) to see how these 
react. If all check out then we'll bring him back for more bean making. 
In about 8 months we'll know what's up.


Action shot:
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2Pak cutting here about to be sexed. High hopes for this chuck so 
far. 2Pak is Vintage Pakistani x '79 Christmas Tree Bud. CTB is 
originally from Pakistan too, hence 2Pak. Love the tight nodes with 
vibrant shoots on this plant and and the leaf pattern is pretty cool too. 
Leaving more towards the CTB in looks but more vibrant and stem 
rub smells are aren't pine like at all, but more of a sweet & chem smell 
so far.
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Next up on the bean dive:




- Impasse (Kashmir Azad x Over Yonder) - testing germ rates and dad 
on a few chucks to see how/what he brings. comparing flower of 
progeny to mom to see exactly the differences. 

- 6Mill by Dominion

- TriRaqi Stash (Triangle Kush x Iraqi x Over Yonder)

- Northern Light5 f2s - trying to find a male or two to make some f3s 
in the next year or so. still have 300 or so beans of the f2s. 

- Butterscotch x SSDD by Bodhi


Cheers to 2021! Hopefully better than 2020  


There's been a good omen already, as I'm smoking a couple Attitude 
Adjustment testers. 


AA = Pineapple Thai x Too Buku. The PT is an amazing pineapple terp 
high CBD phenomenon, but has small yields with long internode 
spacing, and grows a little dainty. Wasn't sure about the TB male yet 
as he was the only one I got from 20 or so f1 seeds that we got to 
pop. So far so good on the first round of testers! He brings some TB 
structure, better growth, and seems to give way to the mom for taste 
and smell (50% of the time, so far). #1 pheno of AA is a PT leaner, 
which is easy to spot bc of the terps which are very unique to both 
the AA & TB. The first tester only yields a couple grams, just enough 
to test the smoke. Next run will be in a 1gal to test more of the yield.


*Too Buku has gotten great reviews from commercial growers to 
patient growers all over the state now. THC has reached up to 26% in 
some tests and CBD has gotten up to 11% in others. Reports of 
yields up 1 pound a plant indoor! Other reports of medical benefits 
include: migraines, nerve pains including sciatic nerve pain (one 
patient reported being able to ditch his wheelchair from the relief), 
eating disorders, anxiety, and back pain. Plan is now to try and get 
these out there to folks. Can't promise it will help you, but I'll be glad 
if it does  *dm me if you have a medical issue and would like to try 
some Too Buku genetics (I can send you a pack, just please share 
with the community how effective it is for your ailment).




Too Buku #26 @51 days.
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Got a few new ladies confirmed and flowering out now: Lucky Lime, 
Crippy, Telescope Skunk and Oil Spill. 


Got a few more polyhybrids to pop, then onto the cookie contest:

- Shoreline BX

- Chocolate Diesel

- Sis Skunk

- Chem1 x SSDD

- SSDD f2s

- Appalachian Super Skunk


I resisted most of the cookie hype from the beginning, after giving in 
at first to an eighth secured at Peace In Medicine, my old favorite 
dispo in Sonoma. They always have the cleanest stuff there grown 
organically, in the true Sebastopol way. The GSC had a nice taste and 
all but didn't move the needle for me on the high. Fast forward 8 
years now (I think GSC came out around 2012), and cookies is still 
around and hyped up. It's high time to finally grow some cookies to 
put in a jar on the table. Pitter Patter. On to it now that we have a few 
cookies reps. Here's the list of 120 contending seeds, all looking to 
be the winner of this cookie contest:

- CPG Cookies aka Hucklestone (Archonstone GSC f2 x Platinum 
Huckleberry Cookies) - Cannabis Partisan Genetics 
- Big Chillz (Big Mac x Chillz) - Capulator 
- Dinosaur Cookies (Girl Scout Cookies x Triangle Kush/M10) - 
Crickets & Cicada 
- Crinkle Cookies (Legend Crinkle x Dessert Breath) - Chucker's 
Paradise  
- Tokyo Sunset (Gorilla Breath x Sunset Sherbert BX) - Tiki 
Madman 
- Granola Funk remix (OGKB x Wookie) - Bodhi 
- Orange Cookies x Chocolate Diesel - Useful




First contest we had, the Strawberry shoot out, was won by the hype 
strain: Strawberries & Cream. Dense, frosty and delicious with a nice 
indica relaxing high that's not couch lock. Just opened a jar that's 
been curing 6 months and it smells like dehydrated strawberries (at 
first it smelled like Captain Crunch berries). *2nd place is Strawberry 
Goji (nice og front end/strawberry back end, but weak high), 3rd 
place Strawberry Cough (grew like a branchy sativa, very light high, 
smells like fresh strawberries). 
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